
	  

 

 

 

Swimming Upstream  
PassionFish Opens in Uncharted Territory: Bethesda, Maryland  

Making waves in the heart of Bethesda, Maryland, the new PassionFish opened its doors 
September 21, 2015. From Passion Food Hospitality, one of the most venerable restaurant 
groups in the DC area, PassionFish delivers its hallmark sustainably sourced global seafood that 
continues to make a splash at its award-winning predecessor, the thriving PassionFish in Reston, 
Virginia. With its casual-chic setting and oceanic touches, it represents the twenty-first century 
rendition of the group's first restaurant, DC Coast, taking its tri-coastal theme to new waters.  
 
The culinary concept is driven by nationally recognized chef and modern-day fish monger Jeff 
Tunks, whose 'passion' lies in sourcing a premier selection of seafood for his restaurants. 
Together, with chef Chris Clime, the duo's masterful menu represents the flavors and resources 
of the Mediterranean, the Americas, and Asia. Reeling in ingredients straight from the waters, 
they even go as far as drop-shipping fish from around the world to arrive overnight at a nearby 
airport. The vast array of offerings is enhanced by simply elegant presentations and signatures 
that championed the original location's success. The new PassionFish in Bethesda comes with 
a distinctly unique atmosphere and original menu items, from the weekend brunch [beginning in 
October] to the extensive list of sushi rolls ranging from ranging from The Rock with Spicy 
Tuna, Mango, Avocado and Dynamite Tempura Rock Shrimp, to the Machu Picchu 
with Flounder, Kampachi, Red Onion, Serrano Chile, Avocado and Chipotle Lime.   
 
The 180-seat restaurant [including 29 outdoors], sweeps across an expansive one-floor layout on 
the bustling corner of Woodmont and Bethesda Avenues. Sleek glass-paneled wine cases, a 
central bar, and large windows that open to the street, give it a modern edge. The low-slung 
lounge area creates intimate nooks for sipping cocktails, while the three circular upholstered 
banquettes create inviting spaces for sharing handcrafted sushi, fresh crudos, and coastal 
delights. The bright colors of the cuisine are reflected in the interior with pops of whimsy, from 
the three-dimensional wall art to the large-scale aquatic tile mosaic in the private dining room.   

PassionFish | 7187 Woodmont Avenue, Bethesda, MD | 301.358.6116 
passionfishbethesda.com | Twitter: @passionfishbeth | facebook.com/passionfishbethesda 

 
For more information: 
Simone Rathlé | 703.534.8100        Meg Malloy | 703.534.8102 
president | simoneink, llc                 senior account director  
simone@simonesez.com                  meg@simonesez.com 
 


